Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a proof of the following basic result.
Theorem.
Let 35 be any (nonassociative) algebra with a unity element e over a field % of characteristic not two and possessing an involution T over g. Let §o be the algebra of all three rowed T-hermitian matrices over 35 relative to Jordan multiplication.
Then, if!Qo is a homomorphic image of a special Jordan algebra !q, the algebra 35 is associative.
This result has a number of important consequences.
It may be seen to imply that no simple exceptional finite dimensional Jordan algebra of characteristic not two is a homomorphic image of a special(2) Jordan algebra. But there is an exceptional simple Jordan algebra § (of dimension 27) over a field 5 of characteristic not two which is generated by three of its elements. Then § is a homomorphic image of the free Jordan algebra 3?3 on three generators. It follows that ^3 is not special, and we also know that 3i3 is not isomorphic to the free special Jordan algebra 3 [x, y, z, l] consisting of all reversible polynomials(3) in the free associative algebra %[x, y, z, l] of all polynomials on the three generators x, y, z.
A HOMOMORPHISM PROPERTY OF CERTAIN JORDAN ALGEBRAS 21 of period 2 over ft. The set of all self-adjoint elements x = x of 3) contains the field eft.
Now consider the set 3)3 of all three rowed matrices with elements in 33 and its subspace §0 of all three rowed T-hermitian matrices. Then ^0 consists of all matrices a u v'
(1) h = u j3 w , ,v w 7
where a, /3, 7 are in the subspace of self-adjoint elements of 3) and u, v, w are in 33. Let hk be the ordinary matrix product in 3)3 and define a product hk by
Then Q0 is an algebra relative to the product hk and it is known(4) that if 35 is not associative the algebra §0 is not a special Jordan algebra. In our case, since §0 is to be the homomorphic image of a Jordan algebra §, £0 will be an exceptional Jordan algebra if 3) is not associative. The restriction of §0 to T-hermitian or self-adjoint elements of 3)3 under a standard involution is unnecessary and the present discussion can be modified if §0 is defined as the self-adjoint elements of 3)3 under a canonical involution of 5^3. In this case, we obtain as a corollary to our theorem the result noted in the previous paragraph.
However, the simplicity afforded by assuming that §0 consists of T-hermitian elements of 3)3 will be retained for the remainder of the paper.
We shall be interested in the Jordan subalgebra 3o of §0 generated by the where 3< is the set of all elements h, of 3o such that (7) kid^hi (i= 1,2,3) while 3»y = 3y> for *?*/ and is the set of all elements hy of 3o such that (8) 2ei-hij = 2ej-h{j = fttf (* ^ j; t,j = 1, 2, 3).
Since/=e,+«y-T-et we see that (8) implies that (9) ekhij =0 (i^j-tk^ *,/; *,/, * = 1, 2, 3).
We record our assumption that (10) e,-c, = e) = e,-, e<-ey = 0 (t ?* j;i,j = 1, 2, 3).
We shall now characterize the spaces 3< and 3o = 3j» in terms of the Jordan triple product. This product {ghk} can be defined in terms of elements g, h, k of 3o by
Write, for an arbitrary element h of 3o, and (7) and (8) Lemma 1. Let 3,-be the set of all elements h, of 3o such that hid^hi, and 3,-y = 3"y,-be the set of all elements hij = hji in 3f0 such that 2eihij = 2ejhij = hij.
Then every element h of 3o is uniquely expressible in the form h -hi+hj+hk +hij+hjk+hik, where (14) hi = {eM}, ha = 2\eihe,\ = 2{e^e,}.
If we apply Lemma 1 to the element h of (1) Moreover, for the Jordan product (2), we complete our product relations (7), (8), (9), and (10) by the consequences
of (2) and (15), where u, v, w are elements of 3) and the indicated products uw, uv, vw are the products in the algebra 33.
Observe that for the generator y of 3o, the elements Also we see that for the generator z of 3>o,
Now note that (16) and (18) imply (20) 2ai2-e23 = 013, 2bueu = S23, so that we have the basic formula This formula enables us to identify the set of elements d of 33 occurring in elements A12 of 3i2 as the smallest self-adjoint subalgebra 33o of 33 containing e, u, v and w. Hence 3o can be considered as an algebra &0 with 33o as the basic algebra. Consequently the mapping
for elements of 3i2 upon 33o can be considered as an algebra isomorphism of 3i2 upon 33o relative to the multiplication defined by (21).
3. The Jordan algebra § and induced homomorphisms. Consider a special Jordan algebra § over a field ft of characteristic not two. Then § is a subspace of an associative algebra 31 over ft. Let HK be the associative product for 21 so that SI is a Jordan algebra 3I(+) relative to the product operation HK defined by (23) 2H K = HK+ KH and § is a subalgebra over ft of 3I<+). Assume that 91 is an ideal of § such that § -91 is isomorphic to §0-The elements of § -91 are then the cosets
and we can then say that every element h in §o is a coset (25) h = H + ft = H' defined uniquely for every H of §. Since the mapping H-*H' is a homomorphism and we have both (23) and (2), the property We now derive the following result.
Lemma 2. The algebras SI and § may be selected so that SI has a unity I, I
is in §, and 7+91 = 7' =/ is given by (4).
We adjoin / to 31 and obtain an associative algebra 2li=3l+/5 which is the vector space direct sum of SI and the one-dimensional space Ift. We also adjoin 7 to § to obtain a Jordan algebra §i = § +1'ft which is again a vector space direct sum of § and Ift. Evidently §i is special and / is in §i. Also 91 is an ideal of §i and §i -91 is clearly isomorphic to the direct sum §o+-7'riBut §o has a unity element f=F', where F is in § and I' = F'+G' for an idempotent class G' orthogonal to F'. It follows that G' is actually orthogonal to §o, §i -91 = §o©G'ux and G'ft is an ideal of §i -91. Then the elements of the coset (/ -F)+91 = G + 91 form an ideal 91i of §i and §i -91i is isomorphic to §o-Also I=F+G, I' = F' =/ as desired. This completes the proof. Henceforth we shall assume that 31 and § are selected as in Lemma 2. Suppose that X, Y, and Z are the elements of § whose images are the elements x, y, and z of §0, and let $ be the special Jordan subalgebra of § generated by /, X, Y and Z. The homomorphism of § upon §0 induces a homomorphism of 3 upon 3o under which is then an involution over % of the algebra ty. The set 9? of all reversible polynomials 0 =0* of fy is a Jordan algebra. The elements /, X, F, Z generate the Jordan subalgebra 3 and it is actually known (3)that 3 = 5R-4. Proof of the theorem. We shall write A=B for any two elements A and B of 3 if -4 -B is in 9Jf. Then ^4 =0 if and only if .4 is in 9)J so that 4' = 0 in 3o-We now propose to characterize certain subspaces 9t, and 9t",y of 3-We define 9f, to be the set of all elements Hi of 3 such that (32) Hi = hi (hi in 3,-of 3o), and we define 9t\y=9tyi for i^Aj to be the set of all elements Hij = Hji of 3 such that (33) H'j = hiS (ha in S<joi%).
However in a special Jordan algebra
4{ GHK} = (GH + HG)K + K{GH + HG) + (HK + KH)G + G(HK + KH) -(KG + GK)H -H(GK + KH) = 2(GHK + KHG)
so that we have the formula (34) 2{GHK] = GHK + KHG.
We now use Lemma 1 to obtain the following result as an immediate consequence of (14) and (34). We use the fact that (6) is a vector space direct sum to obtain the following result.
Lemma 4. // H=Hi+H2+Hi+Hi2+H23+Hi3, then H is in 9t,y if and only if Hx =H2=H3 =Hik =-ffy* =.0.
In 3o, *3-x = 0 so that X3-X=0
and (5) Lemma 6. // G is any polynomial of $ the element FiGFj-\-FjG*Fi is in 9t,y. Every element of 9t,y has a representative of the form FiGFjJrFjG*Fifor G in $.
For if G is in ty the element H=EiGEj+EjG*Ei is in 9t. By Lemma 5 the element EiHEj+EjHEi = E2GE2+E2G*Ei+EiEj(G+G*)EiEj is in 9tfi. But E2, = Fi, M=EtEj is in 3R, {M(G+G*)M} = M(G+G*)M = 0 and so EiHEj +EjHEi = FiGFj + FjG*Ft as desired. Lemma 5 implies that every element of 9t\-y is congruent to an element FtGFj + FjG*Fi for G -G* in 9t and our proof is complete. The polynomial space ^TJ is clearly an algebra ^?0 with respect to the product defined by (50) and it follows from (21) that the mapping G-*G" of (43) is an algebra homomorphism of ^Jo onto the subalgebra 35o of 35. But
and so '"Po is associative. Hence 35o must be associative and so u(vw) = (uv)w. Since u, v and w were any elements of 35 the algebra 35 is associative and the proof of our main theorem is complete. 5. Consequences. It is well known(6) that the only exceptional simple Jordan algebra over an algebraically closed field Q of characteristic not two is the algebra SQo defined by selecting 35 to be the unique eight dimensional split Cayley algebra 2 over 0. Thus the following corollary is an immediate consequence of our theorem when g is algebraically closed.
Corollary
1. Let Sjj be a simple exceptional Jordan algebra of finite dimension (necessarily 27) over any field % of characteristic not two. Then § is not a homomorphic image of any special Jordan algebra over g.
To complete our proof we let ft be the algebraic closure of g and §i = §a and §o be defined as above for 35 the split Cayley algebra over ft. Then §i and §o are isomorphic. If § were the homomorphic image of a special Jordan algebra 3 it should be clear that §q is such an image whereas §o is not such an image and our proof is complete.
We also have the following result.
Corollary 2. The free Jordan algebra 33 on three generators is not special.
To derive this result it is only necessary to note that the algebra §o of all three rowed hermitian matrices with elements in a Cayley algebra £ is generated by three of its matrices. This is clearly a consequence of the fact that the matrices x, y, z of (3) generate §o if we select u, v, w as generators of (5. It is well known(6) that & has three generators and so £>o has three generators and is a homomorphic image of the algebra 33-Our theorem then implies that 33 cannot be special.
Thus we learn also that 33 is not isomorphic to the free special Jordan algebra 3 [x, y, z, 1 ] of all reversible elements in the free associative algebra (6) See A. A. Albert, A structure theory for Jordan algebras, Ann. of Math. vol. 48 (1947) pp. 446-447.
(') See, for example, the discussion of composition algebras in the paper of A. A. Albert and N. Jacobson, On reduced exceptional Jordan algebras, Ann. of Math. vol. 66 (1957) pp. 400-
417.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ft[x, y, z, l] of all polynomials on three generators. This is, of course, a quite different situation to that which exists in the case of the free Jordan algebra 3i2 on two generators where 32 is isomorphic to $ [x, y, l] . It would then be of great interest to derive the identities which must exist and which are satisfied by all special Jordan algebras but not by 33 or by §o-The University of California, Los Angeles, California The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
